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Another school year over and a new, more normal one has begun -  but what an extraordinary year the last one was!
Over 3 months of this year has been spent in lockdown. We were forced to adapt to new ways of working; long
hours stuck in front of a computer screen and a completely different way of life. 

This issue of Eloquent is an account of all things lockdown. From frightening fiction that will make you all
appreciative of the lockdown you endured to realistic descriptions of those weirdest of times. 

As we head into a somewhat more normal period, this will serve as a testament of our lives over the three or so
months of lockdown and will also provide you with some compelling reading. 

This is my final edition of Eloquent as Chief Editor and I wish to thank all of the editors and designers who have
worked so hard to produce Eloquent during my tenure; anyone who has written during the past two years and of
course you the reader. I have really enjoyed my time as Editor-in-Chief and I want to wish Miles Searle all the best
as he becomes the editor of Eloquent. 

Have a great half term,

EDITOR'S NOTE

Chris Payne
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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On 20th March schools were closed,
Many of us cheered - a couple of weeks of bliss awaited,
Yet the full length of lockdown was not proposed,
Three months later we are more than just frustrated.

The end of the half term quickly approached,
The first few days and weeks had been easy,
But we knew a lot of learning would be poached,
Teachers told us it would be harder after half term - making us all uneasy.

And they sure were right!
Many gruelling hours were spent,
Staring at a computer screen so bright,
All day spent working - it was torment!

Then Teams meetings were brought in,
A breath of fresh air from the relentless Powerpoint drool,
Online lessons never failed to make you grin,
Though by this point we were all begging for a return to school.

We continued to work and work,
Until eventually the end was near,
Having been transformed from students to clerks,
The Summer is nearly here!!!

LOCKDOWN
LEARNINGS
BY CHRIS PAYNE - 11G
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A FEW
THOUGHTS

After the day’s SGS considerations are resolved,

this extra-ordinary period has offered a greater

opportunity to explore the world through google

and youtube, roaming through human knowledge

via the site’s algorithms, enjoying trios from

Georgia – 3 singers, one guitar; the most beautiful

music! - as well as videos on a

thousand worthy topics. (If something more

humorous is needed, there is always

classic comedy – laughter is so good for you!)

These times present an opportunity to catch up on

one’s reading: the books that have sat on

shelves for years, ‘to be read one day’ – that day

has come!; the chance to enjoy the Royal

Shakespeare version of Othello and Hamlet, two

plays with which I’d like to be familiar … I might

even try to improve my Spanish – a wonderful

cultural world awaits!

For many, ingenuity has arisen from the

unexpected: There are numerous videos online, in

which orchestras have performed works from

home – check out the French National

Orchestra, playing Ravel’s Bolero.  We

must not also forget sources of inspiration –

Captain Tom could not have imagined that he

would have raised £31 million (and counting) by

May of this year…

Passing to the great outdoors, it is sobering how

the animals can sense that humans are in

retreat – hippos and dolphins swim close to

beaches, a lizard and an alligator

enjoy hotel pools, baboons invade streets in a Thai

town, a jellyfish savours the now pristine waters of

the Venice canals … in Britain, goats venture down

from the hills to savour the pleasures of Llandudno

– in the form of High Street foliage!

There are pictures of Portsmouth Beach – but it’s

tropical blue; the British seas never looks

like that!  No boats, no cars along the

promenade … and that’s the result.  And

what about that deep blue sky you thought only

existed in Greece? The answer: apparently, no

planes in the sky means no pollution to dim the

intensity of the colour; in a similar vein, the

Himalayas can now be seen from Indian cities a

hundred miles distant…

It is a time for not taking friends and family for

granted, which can be too easy in the hustle and

bustle of a day spent juggling school, homework,

sport; it is easy to under-appreciate the people

who earn money and put food on the table. 

 Unusual times can show you your true pals: I

often look at photos – or fridge magnets! - of

towns I’ve visited; nice buildings, but the people

are the best memories …

To what extent will this intense experience change

the future?   Having been forced to use video

conferencing (pick your website), with workers at

home, many enterprises will be questioning

whether productivity really drops at home, and

whether that face-to-face meeting couldn’t be

conducted online.

A new future awaits us all, and this period will

afford a different perspective for the

years to come - Keep Faith!

BY MR GUNNING
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THE
ARCANE
CODEX 

BY NISHANT VALA - 11L



John stepped up to the mansion, his grandfather's mansion. His parents had thought it would be safer if he

resided there whilst the world cooled down during this coronavirus disaster. Since they had to work,

apparently they were "essential workers", John was going to be all by himself during the lockdown. He had

so much on his mind, after all this mansion was going to be passed down to him once he became of age. It

was written in his grandfather's will which seemed weird since he had three sons, all of whom had two

children but, after all that, John was the one to get this mansion. John and his grandfather had a special

relationship before he died. They would always play together when John was younger and his grandfather

would always tell John stories of sinister creatures like zombies, ghosts and vampires and how sorcerers

and adventurers would always gather forces to defeat such monsters with ancient magic. It was

exhilarating to John and just now as he thought of it, he go shivers down his spine. As for the mansion, it

was colossal: it had seven spacious bedrooms each with an en-suite bathroom; six separate bathrooms; one

fully lit hall and many numerous rooms filled with odd trinkets his grandfather had collected over his time.

It was pouring with rain; as expected in England, and thunder roared into John's ears. He approached the

towering mansion and was astonished by how overpowering it seemed. It must have been the weather

playing tricks on his eyes. John and his parents walked in after creaking open the front door. Chandeliers

hung from the ceiling and the mansion seemed like something straight out of a medieval film but cleaner.

John stood there in awe and after taking a deep breath, he turned and said goodbye to his parents. On their

way out, his parents reminded him to take care of the house whilst they were away and not to mess around

a lot. It was all too much for John, he was in a mansion, his mansion, all by himself. This is how his

grandfather must have felt, all alone in this immense manor and John's first instinct was to run around his

place exploring every room he could. So that's what he did; exploring every nook and cranny of the

mansion.

That is until he arrived at a locked room. That was odd, John had the master key which could unlock any

room in the mansion but for some reason this room remained locked no matter what. Luckily, he had seen

this in movies many times before, usually a separate key would be hidden underneath the rug or by the

flower pot. And that's where he found it; although it was his idea, he was still surprised it worked. As he

clicked the door open with the rusted key, a staircase going downwards could be seen. It seemed to have

no end, the darkness seeped from deep within the opening. As he stepped into the shadows, the door

slammed shut behind him. John thought for a moment on how he would get out but he didn't have time for

that, he needed to know what was so important behind this door!  When he took a few steps down, torches

around him started burning as if they could sense he was there! It was like magic but John knew that it was

probably just some sort of scientific mechanism he didn't fully understand.

 After what seemed like a lifetime, he finally made it to the end of the staircase and what he saw then was

impossible. Or at least that’s what John thought. It was like a massive library packed with books as high up

as he could see and probably further. That had to be impossible, there was no way he had come down that

far. When John thought things couldn’t get any weirder, a book picked itself up from one of the shelves and

deposited itself on a higher shelf. At first John thought, his eyes were playing tricks on him but then it

happened again and again and again. There was no mistaking it. John had gone mad, a lack of oxygen

probably or maybe he'd let all of the mansion get to his head and he subconsciously wanted more. He fell

down and thought about it for a while and then a wide smile appeared across his face. Magic. It had to be,

there was no way someone or something would able to coordinate something like this. As he cooled down,

or as much as he could after discovering something as big as magic, he realised there was a book left open

in the middle which didn’t move around like the others. He wondered if his grandfather had known about

all of this, perhaps he meant for John to come down here and discover this place. Which would mean that

his grandfather left the book open in the middle for John to read. John trusted his grandfather with his life

and as he took a breath to stop himself from hyperventilating, he approached the open book cautiously.

Although he trusted his grandfather, he had to be cautious, there were probably traps to stop anyone but

him from reading the book, right? Well, apparently not since John approached the book just fine. The text

was written in an unknown language but the title was surprisingly in English: "The Arcane Codex ". As soon

as John whispered this name, blue dust started spiralling around him. He began to be lifted up and his 
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fingers started to disappear first into a blue dust, then his hands and his arms. John started panicking, he

was too young to die, he had so many questions. He wasn't ready to meet his grandfather yet, but before he

could finish another thought the blue dust consumed him leaving nothing behind. And with that he was

gone.

LOCKDOWN LUNACY
BY LUCA ELLIS - 8T

Dear Diary,

The sun slapped my face this morning as it screamed for me to wake up from my slumber. A cool breeze

flowed through the gaps in my window and into the room, as I used all my strength to stand up - and hit my

head on the ceiling of my bedroom. I scrambled downstairs like a wolf that hadn’t eaten throughout

its whole life, and dragged open the cupboard doors to reveal the many boxes of dry meals. I took one and

filled my bowl to the brim.

I heard the door creak in my sister’s bedroom and I immediately felt wretched that I had not saved any

breakfast for her, but then again, she was my sister, she would do exactly the same thing to me and

wouldn’t care. I sat silently munching on my cornflakes until they were gone before I could even notice.

I decided that I should probably do my work - it’s what my mum would have been nagging me to do if she

were here, but luckily, she had to deal with her other children. You know, the ones that she cherishes and

would do anything for! She’s a teacher.

I worked all morning: Kerboodle for German, making a magazine for English,and once it was all done, I

went outside and definitely didn’t play Minecraft on the PC with my friend. It was approaching lunch time

so I opened the fridge to find … absolutely nothing! As I had taken all the cereal, my sister had eaten both

mine, and her lunch for breakfast! I felt furious but I couldn’t shake the sense of worry in my head.

Little voices whispered, “You are going to starve” and, “When your parents get home they will find you

DEAD” and such things that I didn’t want to think about. I dashed into the living room and screamed at my

sister who would have been sitting there on the Xbox but instead she was sitting in her bedroom, feeling

sick from eating too much lunch for breakfast.

You may ask why I didn’t go into my sister’s bedroom to scream at her, but that is because when her door is

closed, it means, ‘Go away … if you come into my room, I’ll kill you’ and even though she was in no state to

kill me right now, I still had to obey the rules.

As I clambered down the stairs, I saw the front door edge open a bit and tentatively observed a hand grasp

onto the handle and push it open. I knew who it was. The Grim Reaper had come to take my soul from my

body and lead me into the afterlife. In terror, I stared at him and then thought, ‘Aren’t you a little small for

a lurking shadow that takes the souls of lost people?’ But before I could say anything, his hands reached

out to grasp me…

But something wasn’t normal.

It felt like he was hugging me. I looked down and with closer inspection, I saw that it wasn’t the Grim

Reaper after all. It was my grandma, and behind he were an abundance of bags full of food! We had a feast

(well, not my sister) and we continued to eat until we felt sick as well. My mum came home, but I was too

full to hug her so I casually waved and clambered back into my bed for a rest after my over indulgence.

I guess I was just a bit tired that day…
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DAY 2

My alarm woke me up this morning but in my semi-slumber, it sounded like a distant siren wailing and

screaming for the people in my brain to evacuate; the main characters from my dream, the night before,

had left the building. Once again, I hit my head on the ceiling when I sat up. The usual start to the day.

As I hauled my body down the stairs, my brain began to kick into action, causing me to recall the non-

events of the day before. Every morning felt the same in lockdown. It was like Groundhog Day.

Breakfast this morning was the usual offering: 3 month-old cornflakes. As I emptied out the dry contents, I

recoiled in horror. It’s not the first time that the dreaded crawly things had appeared in my food. At first, I

thought it was a chance occurrence; then they appeared again. Weevils. I shrugged my shoulders in

resignation.

“Eating insects is trendy and common in some parts of the world; they provide pure protein and extra

crunch,” I thought to myself.

It was mid-day and I had submitted my twentieth piece of work onto Show My Homework, so I decided to

take a well-deserved rest. As I slumped myself onto the gradually shrinking sofa, the doorbell rang.

Now, I had been told not to answer the door to anyone. Even the post-man, so I ignored it. The person at

the door would not give up, and decided to open the letter box and speak through it.

“Hello? Hello?” they said, then there was silence. I un-tensed my muscles and lay back, thinking that the

person was gone.

Ting-Tong! Ting-Tong! Loud as ever.

Clouds of doubt and horror began filling my head up. What if they were trying to break in? What if this time

it actually was the Grim Reaper?

I held my breath and not a hair on my head moved, yet the intrusive silhouette still did not leave.

TING-TONG! KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK!

I was terrified now. I decided that calling on my sister would be the best option, but would fail to ward off

the stranger standing outside my house. Now it was a spy mission. I kept my body and head low as I crept

towards the stairs, hoping that the figure hadn’t spotted me.

I managed to pull myself up the stairs by clinging onto each step with my bare hands. It felt like I was

climbing Mount Everest. Without making a sound, I slowly pushed open the creaky door of my sister’s

bedroom.

“GO AWAY, SQUIRT!”

I backed out of the room. In the words of mighty Thanos, I thought, “Fine, I’ll do it myself.”

Bravely, I strode into my bedroom, grabbed my Nerf Gun, and loaded it with a few foam pellets. I pulled

down the blinds down, and aimed the plastic barrel towards the shadowy figure hovering by the front door.

THUD!
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Something had landed on the floor downstairs. I tentatively pulled up my blinds, only to see a man go back

to his van, and drive off.

 It was only a courier delivering yet another package from Amazon.

 We must have beaten the world record for having had the most Amazon packages delivered during

lockdown…

LESSONS FROM LOCKDOWN
BY VARUN VIJAY - 9L

“Friday March 20th- Coronavirus: UK PM announces nation-wide lockdown!”

Lockdown. What an experience all across the globe for everyone! Life has changed forever. It has gone from

worldwide panic to a daily norm. We’ll never forget the day when Boris Johnson told us that we were moving

into an immediate national lockdown.

The first week was by far the weirdest week of them all. We were confused about how things were going to roll

out and were confronted by a completely new lifestyle. For me personally, everything felt weird; instead of

face to face teaching, we had Youtube videos to watch. All of us had a lot of new technologies to get used to

like Zoom.

Not only technologies, but even day to day activities like grocery shopping – there were cases of panic buying

and hoarding and time restrictions and the obvious risk of infection from going to a crowded supermarket and

so we had to manage with what we had at home. One of the famous moments from the first week was the craze

for toilet rolls and pasta! At that point I never thought we wouldn’t be in school until Year 9!

The main change lockdown made us adapt to was doing everything remotely on a computer- remote schooling,

remote job interview, remote lectures, remote music lessons and even remote birthday parties! But maybe it

was a huge help because many people have been able to connect to others from abroad when before, they

would have never thought about doing anything like it. We learnt that nearly everything can be done online

and we don’t have to travel all the time. This was also a huge help in preventing climate change and global

warming. Carbon emissions had fallen to record low levels and the air quality was so clean! Not only the

environment but pollution as a whole has been tackled- less noise and lights late at night. However, there

always has to be a downside to everything; we haven’t been able to play sport and meet up with friends. For

people like me that was a big downfall as I play a lot of sport, but we managed it and now we are able to start

everything again. Another positive of lockdown was the fact that we had more time to relax- no rush to go

anywhere. Without all the hustle and bustle, life seems more calm and we get to enjoy more sleeping, gaming

and family time. Lockdown has also boosted the country’s fitness levels as ‘fitness’ was the only excuse to go

outside!

We have learnt a lot from the lockdown. How to make new things at home was a huge one: instead of going to

pizza hut - making a healthier and cheaper pizza at home is a much better option and something nobody would

have thought possible before Covid-19. We have also learnt about new technologies and how to do almost

everything online. This has enabled new businesses and job opportunities for the future such as new schools

that are completely online. We have learnt that playing on a games console is not the only way to spend our

precious time and we can do so many more things like writing a diary. We have also learnt that travelling is not

the only way of seeing friends and family abroad and that a simple skype call is much simpler and cheaper.

On the whole, lockdown has been more of a good thing than a bad thing and has proved many

things. It wasn’t as bad as we all thought it was going to be. Even though it has changed the world

forever, most of the changes were great ones. It has widened opportunities for all of us and opened

many paths for everyone.
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LIFE IN
LOCKDOWN

I was looking forward to the

summer of 2020, I was playing

cricket really well and training

hard and was quite certain of a

bright season ahead of me; the

Olympics were also scheduled for

this summer. As January and

February went by the coronavirus

became more and more infamous

and more people became aware of

the virus. Then came March, a

month in which the coronavirus

spread like wildfire worldwide

compelling the UK to announce a

nation-wide lockdown. Social

distancing rules were enforced;

non-essential shops were closed;

all sporting events including

Olympics and all training

cancelled; schools, colleges and

businesses closed. The pandemic

created a pandemonium in

everyone’s life. My parents also

started working from home. All of

this had happened just before my

end of year exams.

During the start of lockdown, like

most, I was over the moon. The

end of year exams were cancelled,

and I had enough time to play on

the computer all day. Initially, I

thought lockdown was an

extended holiday for me and

assumed that everything would be

back to normal after the Easter

break, but I was SOOO wrong! The

death rates were massively

increasing every day, people

losing their near and dear ones,

causing a panic nationwide. All of

a sudden out of nowhere, I picked

up a fever. I was not sure if I had

coronavirus or not, so we waited

for 3 4 days but my cold was not

BY ADITYA GANGUL - 9L
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  for 3-4 days, but my cold was not

subsiding. A panic struck the

heart of my family and I thought

to myself, ‘What if I have the

dreadful virus?’ My parents spent

sleepless nights worrying about

me; we went into self-isolation

and then finally the fever died

down. Soon, online classes

started, and I would always finish

my schoolwork as soon as possible

to have the rest of the day to

myself playing only video games.

 

After around a week, I realised I

would be at home for a long, long

time. However, doing this every

single day for a couple of weeks

became exceedingly monotonous

and it was no longer fun staying at

home and playing on the 

 computer for hours.  So, to make

things more exciting and

enjoyable, my Dad and I decided

that we would start to do regular

exercise and play cricket in the

garden during the evenings. This

went on for another 1-2 weeks

and one day when I went in the

garage, I found my old bike. I had

not gone cycling in about 2 years

and my Dad suggested that we

should go out and cycle together. 

 I was quite anxious to do so but

my Dad insisted, and I thought of

giving it a go. For the first few

minutes, I was rusty and was

wobbling all over the place, but as

it went on, I found my feet and

got better at it. Every day, my Dad

and I would go on a different

route and explore. After

completing my studies finally

during the evenings, I had

something to look forward to

he during the evenings, I had

something to look forward to

whether it was playing cricket,

exercising with my family, or

going out cycling. 

This lockdown has also helped me

acquire new skills and develop my

passion for cooking, especially

baking cakes and pastries. I have

learnt many life lessons that are

always taken for granted such as

appreciating life, not to waste a

single grain of food when several

people are struggling with hunger

and thirst, to always wash my

hands and maintain a good

hygiene so that viruses such as

Covid-19 do not spread easily. I

have also started reading

books again. 

Earlier, I used to be so engrossed

in playing video games, that I had

lost touch reading books or

spending time with my family. 

 Staying at home and spending

more time with my parents taught

me to value their love and

appreciate them even more. I

started getting involved with

regular household chores more

often. Despite all the negatives of

lockdown, amidst all the

adversity, fear, and apprehension

- overall, it has still been an

amazing journey of discovering

new skills and a learning

experience. Hopefully it will be a

stepping stone for me to become a

much better person in the future.



All the best to you and yours,
a bit grim on the outside but gold indoors.

Whatever the case, recall that gold never rusts.

The reason we today send golden nuts, bolts and screws deep
into space, is the same reason yesterday Aztecs, Africans,
Celtics and Persians alike, cloaked their dead in all manners of
fabric and jewellery ablaze.
Because for them as now, the human spirit stands trial, polished
before the mirror, in the perpetual aim of sidestepping rust.

Throw fire onto metal to find the gold first. Show that your soul
stands for gold - unadulterated and rich, a love letter like the last
bits of spit from the lips of a dying star.

Alas, but not one that's merely stood the test of flame, but one
that stands testimony to what's pure, beyond and before the fire
came to be. 

GRIM ON THE OUTSIDE
BUT GOLD INDOORS
BY AFRAN RAI
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